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Susan Moller Okin and Martha C. Nussbaum are both sympathetic to the ideals of

liberalism in its egalitarian form but neither thinks that traditional approaches have

satisfactorily addressed the needs of all members of society.

Choose one of the following options:

(1) Explain the single strongest objection to Okin’s argument in ‘Toward a humanist justice’

(2005). What is the single strongest response she could give?

(2) Explain the single strongest objection to Nussbaum’s argument in ‘The future of feminist

liberalism’ (2000). What is the single strongest response she could give?

Whichever option you choose, spend about half your time on the objection and about

half your time on the response.

When responding to weekly prompts, you do not need to include an introduction or

conclusion. You do not have enough words for that!

You do not need to seek outside sources when completing this assignment and I

recommend not doing so but any you do use should be properly cited.

Write about 300–400 words and include a word count. Your assignment should be typed

if at all possible. You should include full references so that I know which versions of texts you

have read. Please bring two copies to class.

The Centre’s Student Handbook (available from Reception) explains the basics of

formatting citations and references (§6 4.3–4.6 pp. 56–61) and includes a pointer to the

university’s guides at http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/insrv/educationandtraining/guides/
citingreferences/index.html.

The handbook also explains what plagiarism is and strategies for avoiding it (§6 4.3

pp. 46–51). You should read this if you are in any doubt whatsoever about these matters. I

will be happy to answer any further questions you may have.
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